A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women’s health – in fact anything that you ask for!

If you have a topic suggestion, please email it to Rachel Posaner.

---

### Department of Health

**Payment by Results in mental health: quality and outcomes …**

---

### Mental Health Foundation

**What is recovery?**

**Adult Social Care Outcome Measures**

**Patient Relevant Outcome Measures for use In Systematic Evaluation (PROMISE) study**

### ImRoc

**Supporting recovery in mental health services: Quality an**

**The Team Recovery Implementation Plan: a framework for creating recovery-focused services**

**IMROC paper calls for better mental health outcome measures**

Recovery support can help people in forensic mental health services  
[Read more](#)

Person centred safety planning can help to manage risk and support recovery  
[Read more](#)

New ImROC paper supports ‘evolution beyond block contracts’ and development of ‘a different kind of mental health service’  
[Read more](#)

---

### Articles

**Are routine outcome measures feasible in mental health …**

**Outcome measures in mental health**

**The feasibility of routine outcome measures in mental health**

**Cost-outcome methods for mental health.**

**Assessing the value of existing recovery measures for routine use in Australian mental health services**

**Mental health recovery: What helps and what hinders? A national research project for the development of recovery facilitating system performance indicators**

**Measures of the recovery orientation of mental health services: systematic review**

**Conceptual framework for personal recovery in mental health: systematic review and narrative synthesis**

**Measures of the recovery orientation of mental health services: systematic review**

**Recovery in mental health: A movement towards well-being and meaning in contrast to an avoidance of symptoms.**

**The Health and Recovery Peer (HARP) Program: a peer-led intervention to improve medical self-management for persons with serious mental illness**

**Results of a randomized controlled trial of mental illness self-management using WellnessRecovery Action Planning**
Book your place for ImROC’s 2014 national conference and exhibition
Read more

ImROC launches guides for services to truly become recovery focused
Read more

What can mental health services do to support carers?
Read more

Peer support workers in mental health recovery – benefits and costs
Read more

Subjective and objective indicators of recovery in severe mental illness: a cross-sectional study

Do clinical outcome measures assess consumer-defined recovery?

Using quantitative research to measure recovery outcomes and correlates

The effects of mindfulness-based stress reduction therapy on mental health of adults with a chronic medical disease: a meta-analysis

The transformation of mental health services to a recovery-orientated system of care: Canadian decision maker perspectives

Recovery Star: validating user recovery

CHE Research Paper 48 - University of York

Of interest

Mental Health Recovery Measure (MHRM)© - Southern...

Recovery Info Factsheets - Working to Recovery

Review of Recovery Measures - Australian Mental Health ...


Developing practical social inclusion outcome measures to ...

recovery from a mental health crisis - Working Together for ..

Evaluating Outcomes of Interventions, Mental Health

What is Recovery?: Julie Repper & Rachel Perkins

No Health Without Mental Health: Developing an Outcomes ..

Patient outcomes: what are the best methods for measuring ...

The Four Measures of Recovery
Clinical outcomes in mental health rehabilitation services

NHS Confederation

Supporting recovery in mental health services: Quality and ... 

Kings Fund

Will the government's new mental health strategy succeed ... 

SCIE

A common purpose: Recovery in future mental health service

Supporting recovery in mental health services: quality and outcomes

'Getting to Know Me': the development and evaluation of a training programme for enhancing skills in the care of people with dementia in general hospital settings

Evaluating brief cognitive behavioural therapy within primary care

Mental health bulletin: annual report from MHMDS returns 2013-14

A review of the efficacy and effectiveness of cognitive-behaviour therapy and short-term psychodynamic therapy in the treatment of major depression: implications for mental health social work practice

Meanings of well-being from the perspectives of youth recently diagnosed with psychosis


Cause for concern: QualityWatch annual statement 2014

Guidance for commissioners of mental health services for people from black and minority ethnic communities

The recovery-orientation of three mental health units

Supporting recovery in mental health services: quality and outcomes

The relationship between violence, level of
functioning, and treatment outcome in psychiatric inpatients


NHS Evidence

Routine use of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) for improving treatment of common mental health disorders in adults

Systematic review to identify and appraise outcome measures used to evaluate childhood obesity treatment interventions (CoOR): evidence of purpose, application, validity, reliability and sensitivity
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